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Abstract
Negative density dependence (NDD) has been accepted as a key mechanism for biodiversity maintenance in natural forests and
different lineages of natural enemies (fungus, bacterium, insect and virus) may be involved. Previous NDD related studies usually
correlated seedling survival to the density of host-specific pests or pathogens along the distance to conspecific neighbors, and
molecular defense responses of focal seedlings to natural enemies were seldomly concerned. By employing community functional
genomics strategy, we extracted copy numbers of homologous genes in defense responses from transcriptomic data of 99 tree
species and their inherent impacts on seedling survival were evaluated using partial linear regression analysis and general linear
mixed-effects models. The community-level transcriptomic gene copy number of defense responses to fungus, insect and virus
showed significant negative correlations with survival rates of the seedling community and the species-level gene copy number of
defense response to insect significantly correlated with survival rates of top-twenty common seedling species. Moreover, presence
of adult neighbors with distinct defense response to bacterial and viral pathogens survival of focal seedlings as predicted by
NDD, while presence of seedling neighbors with similar defense response to insect tended to promote survival of focal seedlings
which may be driven by insect-mediated biotic filtering or competitive exclusion. We conclude that both gene copy number and
dissimilarities to adult and seedling neighbors in defense response to natural enemies determined seedling survival, indicating
the critical contributions of molecular defense responses of plants to species coexistence and diversity maintenance in subtropical
forests.
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Abstract
Negative density dependence (NDD) has been accepted as a key mechanism for biodiversity maintenance
in natural forests and different lineages of natural enemies (fungus, bacterium, insect and virus) may be
involved. Previous NDD related studies usually correlated seedling survival to the density of host-specific
pests or pathogens along the distance to conspecific neighbors, and molecular defense responses of focal
seedlings to natural enemies were seldomly concerned. By employing community functional genomics strategy, we extracted copy numbers of homologous genes in defense responses from transcriptomic data of 99
tree species and their inherent impacts on seedling survival were evaluated using partial linear regression
analysis and general linear mixed-effects models. The community-level transcriptomic gene copy number of
defense responses to fungus, insect and virus showed significant negative correlations with survival rates of
the seedling community and the species-level gene copy number of defense response to insect significantly
correlated with survival rates of top-twenty common seedling species. Moreover, presence of adult neighbors
with distinct defense response to bacterial and viral pathogens survival of focal seedlings as predicted by
NDD, while presence of seedling neighbors with similar defense response to insect tended to promote survival
of focal seedlings which may be driven by insect-mediated biotic filtering or competitive exclusion.
We conclude that both gene copy number and dissimilarities to adult and seedling neighbors in defense
response to natural enemies determined seedling survival, indicating the critical contributions of molecular
defense responses of plants to species coexistence and diversity maintenance in subtropical forests.
Keywords: community genomics; fitness difference; gene annotation; niche differentiation; pathogen and
pest; RNA-seq
Introduction
One of the most enduring challenges for community ecology is how species diversity maintains in natural
communities (Sutherland et al. 2013). Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain species coexistence
and community assembly, such as negative density dependence (NDD), environmental filtering, competitive
exclusion, and facilitation (Chesson & Peter 2000, Webb et al. 2006, Adler et al. 2007, HilleRisLambers et
al. 2012, Fichtner et al. 2017, Adler et al. 2018).
Among these various species coexistence mechanisms, NDD is a widely accepted explanation for the maintenance of forest biodiversity where seedlings suffer negative effects from host specialized natural enemies
(pathogen and pest) accumulated by local conspecific or phylogenetically related neighbors (Janzen 1970,
Connell 1971, Webb et al. 2006, Gripenberg et al. 2014, Zambrano et al. 2017, Forrister et al. 2019, Song
et al. 2021). Multiple lineages of natural enemies, such as fungal, bacterial and viral pathogens together
with herbivorous mammals and insects, may contribute to NDD (Hazelwood et al. 2021, Song & Corlett
2021). The contributions of fungal pathogens and herbivores to NDD have been documented in many studies,
while the contributions of bacterial pathogens and plant virus were seldom evaluated (Bagchi et al. 2014,
Gripenberg et al. 2014, Hazelwood et al. 2021, Song & Corlett 2021). Moreover, most previous researches
focused mainly on single type of natural enemy, and studies simultaneously demonstrating the contribution
of multiple natural enemies are still lacking (Hazelwood et al. 2021).
A recently developed community functional genomics strategy may help us to take an insight into the intrinsic
mechanism of NDD from the plant side and consider multiple natural enemies simultaneously. Plants can
develop multiple molecular responses to microbial pathogens and herbivores (Wiesner-Hanks & Nelson 2016,
Aljbory & Chen 2018, Ramirez-Prado et al. 2018). The genomic variations involved in these defense responses
of plant species may be related to plant-pathogen or plant-pest co-evolutionary history, reflect susceptibility
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of plants to diseases and pests, and thereby determine growth and survival of individual plant species as well
as the whole plant community (Żmieńko et al. 2014, Dolatabadian et al. 2017). The community functional
genomics strategy seeks to quantify the similarity of non-model species via transcriptomic data using Gene
Ontology (GO) annotation of functional genes (Swenson 2012, Swenson et al. 2017). This strategy can
provide information of hundreds of defense related genes and also has the potential to provide insights into
how different lineages of natural enemies affect plant community structure separately and simultaneously.
Copy number variations (CNVs) and phylogenetic similarity of homologous genes are two principal methods
in community functional genomics to describe the gene expressional similarity of plant species in response to
biotic and abiotic environments (Han et al. 2017, Zambrano et al. 2017). CNV is defined as copy numbers
of homologous genes or size of gene family (Liu 2014). CNV has been discovered for decades (Bridges 1936,
Ohno 1970), which is resulting from gene duplication, gain or loss, and recently recognized as a common
type of genomic variations (Żmieńko et al. 2014, Dolatabadian et al. 2017). Gene duplication may induce
functional changes of genes such as subfunctionalization, pseudogenization, and neofunctionalization under
rapid evolutionary processes, or keep their identical function by purifying selection or concerted evolution
(Zhang 2003, Magadum et al 2013). Moreover, the functional conservation of genes with high sequence
similarity, can be even across distinct phylogenetic lineages (Kater et al 2006, Liu et al 2014). For example,
the expression of Arabidopsis ortholog AtWRKY40 in barley also compromised basal resistance to powdery
mildew, indicating functional conservation of related proteins across dicots and monocots (Liu et al 2014).
The function-conserved gene copies can be easily detected based on their high levels of sequence similarity
(Magadum et al 2013), and therefore CNVs based on sequence similarity may act as a useful tool in researches
on molecular functional diversity of species and natural communities. CNVs seem likely to be involved in
many biological processes and can be associated with some important phenotypic variations (Manolio et al.
2009, Bai et al. 2016). Based on a functional genetics research on rice, Bai et al. (2016) suggested that CNVs
might be involved in plant resistance to insects. CNVs may also differ among species and has been implicated
in ecological adaptation. Besides model species, we can also identify CNVs from non-model species and it
had been used in several evolutionary and ecological studies on microbes (Schirrmeisteret al. 2012, Roller
et al. 2016, Nunan et al. 2020), butterflies (Seixas et al. 2021), polar bears (Rinker et al. 2019), and plant
species (Zhang et al. 2019, Han et al. 2017). For example, Han et al. (2017) used CNVs of light-related
GOs to test how differences of tree species in light utilization strategies affect seedling regeneration in a
subtropical forest. The CNVs extracted from transcriptomic data, defined as functional CNVs, could be
useful in functional ecological researches because functional CNVs could reflect not only the evolutionary
history of species but also the ecological responses to biotic and abiotic environments.
There are also debates on how CNVs are involved in defense responses and plant performances (Katju &
Bergthorsson 2013, Żmieńko et al. 2014, Dolatabadian et al. 2017). It is expected that high copy number
of defense genes is advantageous for plants due to the enhanced resistance against natural enemies, while
there might be a trade-off between the expression of defense genes and plant performance and the high cost
in transcription and translation will in turn limit the copy number of resistance genes (Lin et al. 2013).
Moreover, the copy number of defense genes might also be the co-evolutionary consequence with exposure
chance to natural enemies, which may reflect pathogen profiles or herbivore range of host plants (Zhai et al.
2011).
In this study, we extracted CNVs of homologous genes annotated as defense response to four lineages of
natural enemies (fungus, bacterium, insect and virus). We used partial linear regression analysis to reveal
the effect of gene copy number on seedling survival at species- and community- level. And we also used
generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) to assess how the neighborhood dissimilarities in functional
CNVs impact seedling survival. For these aims, we hypothesized that the high copy number of defense
response to natural enemies is associated with high seedling survival (Hypothesis I), because increased gene
copy number may enhance biotic resistance. As the functional CNVs of defense responses to natural enemies
may be strongly linked to their pathogen profiles or herbivore range, we also hypothesized that seedlings
surround by adult and seedling neighbors with high dissimilarity in defense-related CNVs should share fewer
natural enemies and therefore have a high survival possibility (Hypothesis II).
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Materials and Methods
Study site and seedling censuses
The study site is located in the Gutianshan 24-ha subtropical Forest Dynamic Plot (GTS FDP; 29.25°N,
118.12°E) with altitude varying from 446.3 to 714.9 m above sea level, in Zhejiang province, China. The
climate there is seasonal with wet season from March to June and two dry seasons from July to August and
from October to February (Lai et al. 2009). The plot is censused every five years for all trees with diameter
at breast height (d.b.h.) [?] 1 cm. The seedling survival dataset was from the seedling monitoring network
which initiated in May 2006 in GTS FDP (Chen et al. 2010, Wang et al. 2020). The plot contained 169
census stations with three 1 m2 seedling plots in each station. The first 130 stations were arranged by a
stratified random design and the subsequent 39 stations were placed in naturally occurring tree fall gaps.
For each plot of the 169 stations, all the seedlings (< 1 cm d.b.h.) were tagged, identified to species, and
measured for height. The statuses (alive or dead) of all seedlings recorded in May from 2009 to 2015 were
used in this study. This resulted in six one-year intervals for seedling survival. After matching the tree species
with transcriptomic data (see next section below), we obtained 4009 seedlings from the 2009-2010 interval,
3802 seedlings from the 2010-2011 interval, 3660 seedlings from the 2011-2012 interval, 3239 seedlings from
the year 2012-2013 interval, 3202 seedlings from the year 2013-2014 interval and 2576 seedlings from the year
2014-2015 interval, and a total of 7718 unique seedlings belonging to 81 woody species across the 2009–2015
period were used in our analysis. We also determined the survival rates of each station and the top 20
dominant seedling species with more than 100 recorded seedling individuals in GTS FDP.
Functional CNVs extraction from transcriptome
The transcriptome data of 99 tree species (listed in Table S1) was from a research program of Han et al.
(2017). Plant mRNAs were extracted from seedling leaves collected from GTS FDP with the sampling
strategy as follow. Fully expanded leaves from three seedling individuals per species were sampled from
each of the five main habitats (low valley, low ridge, mid-slope, high slope and high ridge) (Chen et al.
2010). While some rare species were only sampled from three individuals or three leaves from the only
seedling individual. The samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen in the field and then stored in a
-80degC freezer before sequencing. The transcriptomes were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform
with 2x125 bp length reads and at least 6G clean data for each sample, de novo assembled by Trinity v2.2
without reference genome sequence (Grabherr et al. 2011) and annotated to GOs by the software Blast2GO
using the UniProt database (The UniProt Consortium 2016). In this study, we focused on four GOs with
terms “defense response to fungus” (GO: 0050832), “defense response to bacterium” (GO: 0042742), “defense
response to insect” (GO: 0002213), and “defense response to virus” (GO: 0051607), which are involved in the
defense response to four lineages of natural enemies. Based on the result of GO annotation, we picked out
transcripts annotated by the four GOs for 99 well sequenced tree species and translated to protein sequences
by TransDecoder and the Pfam database (Haas et al. 2013). For each GO, we did the all-by-all blast for
the protein sequences set. Before clustering, the blast results were filtered with 0.4 hit fraction. And then
homologous gene clusters were obtained by employing MCL software with 10-5 for the e-value and 2.0 for
inflation value. The steps from blasting to clustering were referring the pipeline of Yang & Smith (2014).
At last, we counted the number of genes in each cluster for each species. This resulted in four matrices
containing gene clusters in columns and 99 tree species in the rows (hereafter denoted as functional CNV
matrices). To show the dissimilarity of functional CNV among species, a heat-map was drawn by two-way
cluster with the heatmap package in R 4.0.2 (R core Team, 2020), by using six clusters with most gene
clusters for each GO.
Before the calculations of functional CNV at species- and community-levels (by seedling station), the values
in functional CNV matrices were standardized by dividing by the maximum of each cluster to limit the
values in a range between 0 and 1. For each defense response GO, the gene copy number of each species was
defined as the sum of the standardized values of all the clusters, and the gene copy number of each seedling
station was defined as the averaged gene copy number of all individuals in that station.
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Neighborhood variables and neighborhood functional CNV dissimilarity
Based on the census data in 2010, we defined all the adult trees ([?] 1 cm d.b.h.) in a circle of 20 m radius
around the focal seedling as its adult neighbors, and all seedlings in the same 1 m2 seedling plot of the focal
seedling as its seedling neighbors. Two measures of conspecific neighborhood density were calculated for
each focal seedling: 1) the number of conspecific seedling neighbors (S_con); and 2) the sum of basal area
of conspecific adult neighbors (A_con).
The species pairwise distance matrices were calculated using the functional CNV matrices by the method
of Gower (1971) as the proxy of species dissimilarity using FD package in R4.0.2. We used Blomberg’sk
statistic to measures phylogenetic signal (Blomberg et al. 2003) for the first two principal coordinates of
each species pairwise distance matrix using the picante package in R 4.0.2. The species pairwise distance
matrices of each defense response GO were employed to calculate relative nearest taxon functional diversity
(NTFd’) as neighborhood functional CNV dissimilarity for each focal seedling by the methods of Webb et
al. (2006) and Wang et al. (2020) for both seedling (S_NTFd’) and adult (A_NTFd’) neighbors. The
Null distribution of minimum neighborhood dissimilarity was produced by shuffling the species names on the
species pairwise distance matrix for 999 times. The Mean (MNull ) and standard deviation (SdNull ) of the null
distribution were calculated. The NTFd’ index was generated from observed value of minimum neighborhood
dissimilarity by subtracting MNull and dividing by SdNull . A positive NTFd’ value indicates that species are
more functionally dissimilar (higher functional CNV diversity) and a negative NTFd’ value indicates that
species are more functionally similar (lower functional CNV diversity). All the four neighborhood variables
of focus seedlings calculated for each year interval.
Statistical analyses
In order to assess whether gene copy number could directly explain the performance differences of seedlings,
partial regression analysis based on linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) were used to identify the effects of
gene copy number of each defense response on seedling survival rate at species level and community level
using the lme4 package in R 4.0.2 (Bates et al. 2015). For the model at species level, gene copy number
of four defense responses was set as fixed effect and the year interval as a random effect to account for
interannual change. For the model at community level, the habitat type of seedling stations was also added
as a random effect to account for habitat heterogeneity. The Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) values
were used to determine the optimal model in stepwise backward multiple regression. The partial effect (r[?]
) as described in Grace et al. (2016) was evaluated and shown in multivariate partial plots.
The generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMMs) were used to evaluate the effects of functional CNV
dissimilarities of seedling and adult neighbors on the survival of focal seedlings. GLMMs with binomial
errors were established for each defense response separately using the lme4 package in R 4.0.2. The annual
survival (alive or dead in May of second year) of seedlings in all the six year intervals (2009 to 2015) was
the response variable. Eight candidate models were developed with different factors as fixed effects for each
defense responses (Table 1). The log-transformation of initial seedling height (logHT) was added to all the
models to exclude its effect on seedling survival. S_con and A_con were set as fixed effects to evaluate
the effects of the density of the local conspecific neighbors, while relative nearest taxon functional diversity
of seedling (S_NTFd’) and adult (A_NTFd’) neighbors which were calculated as neighborhood functional
CNV dissimilarity were set as fixed effects to evaluate the effect of heterospecific neighborhood functional
CNV dissimilarity on defense response. Before being added to models, these four variables (S_con, A_con, S_NTFd’ and A_NTFd’) were standardized by subtracting the mean of observed value and dividing
by one standard deviation. Species and year interval were added as the random effects to account for the
inherent difference of each species and interannual change in response to neighbors. Plot and station were
also included in the models as nested random effects to account for spatial autocorrelation. The AIC values
were used to identify the best-fit models for each defense responses.
Results
Defense response GOs to four linkages of natural enemies
5
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We totally obtained 14471, 23949, 877, and 4797 genes from 99 tree species annotated as the four GOs
(defense response to fungus, bacterium, insect and virus) respectively. For each GO, we obtained 129, 216,
6 and 45 homologous gene clusters contained in at least ten species. A chord diagram was drawn to show
the mean copy number of the four GOs in top ten families with high seedling density (Fig 1). There were 51
clusters shared by GOs defense response to fungus and bacterium, while 78 (60.5%) and 161 (74.5%) clusters
were specific to the two GOs respectively (Fig. 2). By comparison, the GO defense response to bacterium
shared only four clusters with GO defense response to virus and only one cluster with GO defense response
to insect. Moreover, The GOs defense response to fungus, bacterium and virus also share only one cluster
(Fig.2).
Among these homologous gene clusters related to defense responses, we found kinases acting as sentinels
in signaling pathway in pathogen resistance, transcription factors regulating plant immunity, enzymes in
biosynthesis or RNA silencing, one transmembrane protein, and one ribonucleoprotein in defense response
to virus (Table S2). Four out of the top six gene clusters were shared between defense response to fungus
and bacterium, including three transcription factors (MYB44 ,WRKY33 , and WRKY40 ) and one receptor
kinase (ERECTA ). FER and RD21A were also found involved in defense response to fungal pathogens.
PBS1 and SNC1 with the function of protein kinase and disease resistance protein respectively, were in
the top six clusters in defense responses to bacterium. As for defense response to insect, two gene clusters
with the function of transcription factor (CAF1-9 and ERF18 ) associated with rapid responses to insects
and four enzymes (PAD4 , LIP2 , CYP81D11 , and CYP94B3) involved in plant hormone jasmonate (JA)
related defenses or lipase modulating leaf senescence were found. Among the gene clusters associated with
defense response to virus, two gene clusters (AGO2 and DCL3 ) have the function of antiviral RNA silencing,
and SAMHD1 homolog may act as a host restriction factor.
The heap map showed that the functional CNV dissimilarity of defense responses was lineage specific, and
species in the same genus or family were always clustered together (Fig. S1). At least one of the first two
principal coordinates of functional CNVs species pair-wised distance matrix for each defense response showed
significant phylogenetic signal (Table S3).
Effect of Gene copy numbers of defense responses on seedling survival
The optimal model at species level showed that only gene copy number of defense response to insect influenced
seedling survival rate with a negative effect (r =-0.28, P =0.002, Fig. 3A). The seedling survival rate at
community level was best described by the model including gene copy number of defense response to fungus,
insect and virus. The gene copy numbers of the defense response to fungus, insect and virus have significantly
negative effects (fungus:r[?] =-0.07, P =0.021; insect:r[?] =-0.11, P <0.001; virus:r[?] =-0.08, P =0.010) on
seedling survival rate (Fig. 3B).
Effect of neighborhood functional CNV dissimilarity on seedling survival
The AIC values were used to compare models for each defense response (Table 1 & S4) and the values
of the estimates of the fixed neighborhood effects of the best described models for each GO were shown
in Figure 3. Across the best models for all four enemy types, log-transformation of initial seedling height
(logHT) has a positive effect and conspecific seedling density (S_con) has a negative effect on seedling
survival significantly, while conspecific adult neighbors have no significant effect (Table 1, Fig. 4, as logHT
had a much larger effect size than all other variables, it was not shown in Fig3). When considering defense
response to fungus, seedling survival was best explained by model I (Table 1), containing only logHT and
S_con. When considering defense response to bacterium and virus, seedling survival was best explained
by models VII (Table 1), and the adult NTFd’ had a positive effect on seedling survival (P =0.022, and P
= 0.030 for defense response to bacterium and virus, respectively). When considering defense response to
insect, the best described model was model V, and the seedling NTFd’ strongly negatively affected seedling
survival (P =0.0097).
Discussion
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To evaluate NDD mediated by multiple natural enemies, we evaluated the effects of functional CNVs of
defense response extracted from transcriptome on seedling survival. The gene copy numbers of defense
response to fungus, insect and virus are significantly and negatively associated with survival rates, which
does not support the Hypothesis I. The Hypothesis II, that neighborhood functional CNV dissimilarity
increase seedling survival, was verified in defense response to bacterium and virus, but we gain an opposite
effect in defense response to insect. Below the specific results linked to each hypothesis are discussed.
Gene copy numbers of defense responses affect seedling survival
The result of partial linear regression analysis showed that at species level the copy numbers in defense
response to insect have a negative effect on survival rates, and at community level (seedling stations) the
copy numbers of defense response to fungus, insect and virus showed a negative effect on seedling survival.
These results are inconsistent with some previous studies that showed that resistance was enhanced as gene
copy number increased (Slabaugh et al. 2003, Bradeen et al. 2009). However, low gene copy numbers of
biotic resistance are also found in some plant species (Lin et al. 2013, Xue et al. 2020), which may help
them to gain evolutionary advantages due to a trade-off effect between cost on biotic resistance and growth
performance. Although high copy number of defense gene is expected to be advantageous for better resistance
against pathogens, the copy number is also limited to balance biological cost including not only energy for
transcription and translation but also their toxic effect (Lin et al. 2013). Another potential explanation
is that the low gene copy number within the GO in a local community may be due to the low presence of
attacks from natural enemies. This hypothesis was supported by a recent genomic research on balsam poplar,
which showed that a lower pathogenic pressure resulted in a lower defense gene copy number (Prunier et
al. 2019). In the evolutionary process, plant-pathogen and plant-herbivore interactions may influence gene
gain-and-loss and gene copy number of plant species (Liu 2014) and the copy number of defense related
genes can act as an indicator of the abundance of natural enemies (Zhai et al. 2011). In our study, all tree
seedlings within one community are exposed to the same putative natural enemy pool, which means that a
species with lower copy number of defense genes may be less attacked by natural enemies and thus has a
higher survival rate.
Moreover, this result also indicated that tree seedlings seemed more susceptible to gene copy numbers of
defense response to insect rather than to other natural enemies, suggesting that the pressure from insect
pests could be a key driver in structuring seeding community.
Conspecific NDD and neighborhood functional CNV dissimilarity in defense affect seedling
survival
A significant NDD effect from con-specific seedlings was detected in our study, which agrees with the result
of Wang et al. (2020) in the same forest. The significant NDD in the subtropical forest infers a high intraspecific competition because of the increased seedling density in these years after an extreme winter storm
(Wang et al. 2020). Additionally, conspecific neighboring adults had no significant effect on seedling survival,
which can be explained by storm-induced decrease in tree neighbor density (Man et al. 2011, Wang et al.
2020).
In theory, all the four lineages of natural enemies can mediate negative density dependence (NDD) caused by
Janzen–Connell mechanisms (Song et al. 2021). Many studies so far have focused on fungal pathogens rather
than other natural enemy types and it is suggested that fungal pathogen is the key diver of NDD (Bell et
al. 2006, Liang et al. 2016, Song & Corlett 2021). However, we didn’t detect significant effects of functional
CNV dissimilarity on defense to fungus in the present study. There may be two potential reasons for this.
Firstly, the transcriptome extracted from the leaves cannot reflect the defense responses to root-associated
pathogens, which play a vital role in structuring plant community (Chen et al. 2019, Tedersoo et al. 2020).
Secondly, a counteraction effect may occur since both fungal pathogens and mutualistic endophytes exist
simultaneously in seedlings (Chen et al. 2019).
Our results also show, for the first time, that pressure from bacterial and viral pathogens may also be a
key driver of NDD for seedlings in subtropical forest. Functional CNV dissimilarity to adult neighbors in
7
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defense response to bacterium showed a significant and positive effect on seedling survival, which means that
seedlings with distinct defense response to bacterial pathogens from adult neighbors have higher probability
of survival as predicted by NDD. This pattern is similar to the results of Zambrano et al. (2017) who also
found that neighborhood dissimilarity of several defense genes have positive effects on individual survival.
Our result suggests that the functional CNV dissimilarity between plants species can well reflect the niche
differentiation in response to specialized bacteria. In other words, species with similar defense responses
to bacterium may have similar bacterial pathogen profiles and thus seedlings may be killed by bacterial
pathogen accumulated by adult neighbors with similar defense responses to bacterium. Moreover, since the
defense response to bacterium has significant phylogenetic signal, this result may also explain conspecific
and phylogeny related NDD. At last, this result is reasonable because many bacterial pathogens can infect
plant leaves and are fatal to seedlings (Xin et al. 2018) and our transcriptomic data from seedling leaves can
well reflect the interation between seedlings and phyllosphere bacteria.
The Functional CNV dissimilarity to adult neighbors in defense response to virus also had a significant and
positive influence on seedling survival. In other words, seedlings growing near adult neighbor with distinct
defense response to virus survive more, similar to the NDD pattern in defense response to bacterium. While
viral pathogens infect almost all plants in terrestrial ecosystems (Lefeuvre et al. 2019), plant viruses also
have high host specificity. For example, a study on host range of 29 plant virus species indicated that 69%
viruses were restricted to a single plant family (Garcia-Arenal & McDonald 2003). Due to the high hostspecificity of plant virus, the positive effect of functional CNV dissimilarity in defense response to virus on
seedling survival is also reasonable.
Although the NDD mediated by insect herbivores have been well documented in natural forests (Forrister
et al. 2019) and manipulative experiment using insecticide (Jia et al. 2020), the contributions of insect
herbivores to NDD are still debated (Bagchi et al. 2010, Gripenberg et al. 2014, Song & Corlett 2021).
In this study we detected an opposite pattern that functional CNV dissimilarity to seedling neighbors in
defense response to insect had a negative effect on seedling survival (Fig. 3), suggesting that seedling survival
was higher when surrounded by neighbor seedlings with similar defense response to insect. This result is
similar to previous studies showing that the survival of focal species increases in the presence of functionally
similar or phylogenetic related neighbors, which could be explained by habitat preference (Godoy et al. 2014,
Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2014, Wang et al. 2020). However, it seems unlikely the case in this study, because
we found the neighbor seedlings rather than adults with similar anti-insect responses have a significant
positive effect on seedling survival, while the habitat preference states that the habitats occupied by closely
related adult neighbors might provide suitable resources and enhance seedling survival (Lebrija-Trejos et al.
2014). This indicates that insect-mediated biotic filtering rather than habitat preference may be involved
in the mechanism underlying seedling dynamics that only specific seedlings beyond the host range of local
insects survive. Another possible reason for this pattern is competitive exclusion driven by competitive
ability rather than niche differences (Cavender-Bares et al. 2004, Mayfield & Levine 2010). During the
competitive process, species with high competitive ability can displace the others and result in a clustering
pattern (Mayfield & Levine 2010). We also found that the gene copy number of defense response to insect
is negatively associated with seedling survival. This result, together with negative effect of functional CNV
dissimilarity of defense insect on neighbor seedlings, suggests that the copy number of defense response
to insect can reflect competitive ability of plant species and result in functional clustering of the seedling
community. Taken together, it can be concluded that the competitive exclusion mechanism caused by the
fitness difference of defense response to insect should be a key driver of seeding communities.
Conclusion
Using functional CNVs, the impact of plant defense responses to natural enemies to species coexistence and
diversity maintenance was found in a subtropical forest. Survival rate of seedling communities was negatively
correlated with gene copy number of defense responses to fungus, insect and virus. And dominant species
with lower gene copy number of defense responses to insect tended to have a higher survival rate. Here we
found that high dissimilarities in gene copy numbers of defense responses to virus and bacterium of seedlings
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to adult neighbors increased seedling survival. This can result in a functionally over-dispersed community
through the negative density dependence process. Low dissimilarities in gene copy numbers of defense
responses to insect to seedling neighbors also increased seedling survival. This can lead to a functionally
clustered community via insect-mediated biotic filtering or competitive exclusion process. Overall, our
analyses with transcriptomic data related to defense response to four lineages of enemies illustrate that the
defense responses of plants to natural enemies can affect seedling survival.
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Model
Null: SUR~logHT+
I: SUR~logHT +S_con++
II: SUR~logHT+ A_con++
III: SUR~logHT+ S_NTFd’§
IV: SUR~logHT+ A_NTFd’§
V: SUR~logHT+ S_con+S_NTFd’
VI: SUR~logHT+ A_con+ A_NTFd’
VII: SUR~logHT+ S_con+ A_NTFd’
Full

AIC of models considering each defense GO

AIC of models considering each defe

Fungus
17472.34
17465.30¶
17474.31
17474.23
17474.34
17467.11¶
17476.31
17467.30¶
17470.88

Bacteria
17472.34
17465.30
17474.31
17474.27
17468.94
17467.24
17470.94
17461.78¶
17465.49

Note: +SUR is seedling survival. logHT is the log-transformed initial seedling height. ++S_con is the
number of con-specific seedlings and A_con is basal area of conspecific adults. §A_NTFd’ is the nearest
taxon functional distance for neighbor adults and S_NTFd’ is the nearest taxon functional distance for
neighbor seedlings. A_NTFd’ and S_NTFd’ was calculated based on functional CNVs per defense responses
separately. ¶Bold values indicate the models selected based on the lowest AIC value per defense response
and bold grey values indicate the models with ΔAIC[?]2 compared to the best-fit model.
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Figure 1 A chord diagram show the mean copy number of the four GOs (defense response to fungus, bacterium, insect and virus) in top ten families with most seedling density.

Figure 2 Venn diagram showing shared and unique clusters among each defense response GO.
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image3.emf available at https://authorea.com/users/447966/articles/546867-molecular-defenseresponses-to-natural-enemies-determine-seedling-survival-in-a-subtropical-forest
Figure 3 The multivariate partial plots show predicted effects of gene copy number on seedling survival rate
in species level (A) and community level (B) for the GOs defense response to fungus, bacterium, insect
and virus, fitted by partial linear regression. Solid lines mean significant correlations and dash lines mean
insignificant relationships. Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. The P -values shown for each
each GO and ns means not significant.

Figure 4 Estimates of fixed effects (± 95% CI) for the best seedling survival model (See table 1) when
considering each defense GO. Filled dots represent significant values (P < 0.05). S con is the number of
con-specific seedlings. A con is basal area of conspecific adults. A NTFd’ is the nearest taxon functional
distance for neighbor adults and S NTFd’ is the nearest taxon functional distance for neighbor seedlings.
A NTFd’ and S NTFd’ were calculated based on functional CNVs per defense responses separately.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 two-way cluster heat-map show the functional CNV dissimilarity of 99 sequenced species in GTS
FDP using gene copy numbers of top six clusters for each GO, which is defense response to fungus, bacterium,
insect and virus. A more red color means higher copy numbers.
Table S1 tree species list in this study
Table S2 the homologous gene cluster information of top six clusters for each GOs.
Table S3 Measures of phylogenetic signal for gene copy number dissimilarity of four defense response GOs.
Table S4 results of the best-fit model and models with ΔAIC[?]2 as compared to the best-fit model for each
defense response GO.
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